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Ice Flames
Publisher:
Techland Publishing
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10,8,7 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core I5 2,3 GHZ or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 560 GTX 2 GB or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 12 GB available space
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You definitely get more than you expect in this game. Throwing stuff around all of the time is fun once you get the hang of it,
but frantically avoiding lasers is even better. It's no AAA title, but still feels pretty polished.. it's good, but boring after a while.
:\/
put more things in the game please :). The missions are difficult but not too difficult. The resource management and building are
fun. The fact is, there are really two games here, one is a clicker that requires some decision making. one is a resource
manager/builder that requires some thought and goes on autopilot.

Note: it is *not* a difficult, or even very challenging game, but is good for blowing off steam. The story is cute.. Really fun and
well-made game, I highly recommend trying it!. the controls are easy, then hard, then easy again. there are some very good
snakes involved. very empowering to play, it gives you a lot of control over the various actors involved. except the snakes.
13\/10. If you see this on a sale and you have a low end PC then this can be a decent amount of fun. Buggier than a Southern
summer. I, in my short time trying to play this game, had my character's sprite randomly shift to an adjacent tile dozens of times
(when this happens, you need to exit the game to fix it), instantly won a battle by randomly spawning at the end of a minefield
instead of at the beginning, and crashed to desktop countless times. These and other bugs happened on a nearly minute-by-
minute basis. This is the level of quality you'd expect from a PRE-alpha build.

Even if you can get past the constant storm of bugs, there isn't much here. All missions are either "Get to this location," or
"Survive for n turns."

TL;DR, save your money.. Unfortunately I can't get this game to run. I have applied the fixes that have been suggested and at
one time did have it running in the top left hand corner of my screen in a small square. Upon exiting I have not managed to get it
to run again since.

Ga,es really need to be tested before being placed on Steam and it needs to be made clear if these will not work on newer
systems. In future I will stick to getting old games on GOG.com as they have a money back policy if a game doesnt work.
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At least the splash screen looks cool.

This is a game where you play as a crow. As the only game with this feature, there is some reason to play it.

This game is worth about three dollers. It's a little different, and a little fun.. I would definitely recommend Dungeon Highway.
It is very fun game that I think anyone could enjoy. You can earn experience to get multiple players, and improve your score to
even get on the scoreboards! For me, I think about seven dollars was worth it. I play it all the time and so far, I haven't seen
many negative sides to this game. This is a great game, and I would definitely recommend that you buy it.
. Lorelai is a game that I decided to give a go and expect nothing special, but this game actually hit me emotionally on so many
levels, and the fact that I haven't had a game do that to me in long while, it made me really appreciate this game a lot.

This side-scroller with amazing art style kept me fully immersed and had my interest throughout the whole journey with it's
horror and atmosphere along with it's dark and grim story. The voice acting also contributes well into this experience. Though,
the game might be short, personally, I think it's well worth it's price.

Coming to this game completely blindly and only after finishing the game realizing it's a part of a trilogy, it made me really want
to buy the rest of the games belonging into the trilogy.

Regardless of the fact that the game grasps a lot of depressing subjects, playing through it felt almost therapeutic at the end of
it.. Omnipotent cops and magic dogs that instantly know everything you're up to, even when in secluded areas, ruin the ability to
experiment and figure things out which makes this a very annoying experience.

Knock out an officer in the shower when no one else is around .... and EVERY officer that sees you chases you down because
they apparently are a hive mind that knows what's happening with every officer all the time. Remove a floor grate in the gym
when no one is around and replace it to hide the evidence while you eat lunch ... any officer that walks by INSTANTLY knows
it's been tampered with, sets off an alarm, and then the magic dog chases you because it can talk to the grate and the grate told
on you.

There are just too many times where the cops and dogs were all over me for reasons that they shouldn't have known about. The
game isn't a sim, but the developers really needed to make it a little more realistic instead of having omnipotent cops running the
place.. For a more in-depth review and gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lVO96vaMJ2k

Here's the basics:
- Flap your arms (or your wrists) to flap and gain altitude
- 2 difficulty modes - chicken and peregrine
- Flapping is not a precise mechanic and can lead to a good amount of frustration
- YOU WILL get better though, and as you do, you enjoy it more and more
- Caw to have birds fly next to you, increasing your score multiplier

Yeah. It's Flappy Bird in VR. But for some reason it just works. I had a lot of fun even when I felt like the game was unfair (low
gap to high gap ugh). Definitely recommend for a simple VR session or a group of friends..
FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU. The camera angle in this game is a bit weird.
but
I like the flow of the game, i like the fact that this is a motor racing game without the racing and with a more chill approach.

Level Editor Crashed though

i'll give it a good 7\/10
i got it on sale for like 2EUR\/3EUR, i'd recommend buying this on sale.. Pretty boring stories and nearly no choices.. Fun game
,Nice music,WEll no story

For those who is dunno how to get 5000 achievement
u can go this link
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1138602939
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There 4 step and 84 spamming level to get 5000 achievement
Goodluck ! :D
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